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The purpose of this document is to layout the frame-
work for a Winnipeg based gang strategy. An estimated 
1400-1500 of Winnipeg’s youth are active street gang 
members. Manitoba also has one of the highest youth 
incarceration rates in the country. Clearly youth street 
gangs continue to be a problem that incarceration is 
failing to resolve. Gang Action Interagency Network 
(GAIN), through extensive community consultation, 
was tasked with becoming the coordinating body to 
create and implement a plan that would address gangs 
and the harm they cause. GAIN has worked to ensure 
the necessary collaboration between all stakeholders 
to create an overarching approach to the complex issue 
of gangs in Winnipeg and then all of Manitoba.

In 2014, GAIN completed the study Community 
Assessment of a Gang Exit Strategy. Funded federally 
by the Youth Justice Fund – Guns, Gangs and Drugs, 
the research focused on three specific areas: Stake-
holder Consultation, Youth Consultation and Exist-
ing Evidence (literature review etc… from both here 
and other jurisdictions). The three key action areas of 
potential focus identified were:

• Identity and belonging: The need for more 
mentorship, cultural reclamation and community 
efficacy

• Healing: Greater access to addictions and mental 
health care, and 

• Expanded Programming: Addressing waitlists, 
inaccessible locations due to safety concerns, and 
lack of late night to early morning programing that 
currently act as barriers.

Bridging the Gaps: Solutions to Winnipeg Gangs is based 
on this research and further consultation to ensure we 
are relying on the best evidenced based approaches 
and building on what has proven successful in Win-
nipeg already. The result is a holistic framework with 
these guiding principles:

• Anti-colonization, 
• Anti-oppression, and 
• Harm reduction.
The evidence insists we employ a youth centered com-
plex trauma lens that engages family and extended 
community as we address gaps in services and build 
bridges between existing supports to both avoid gang 
involvement and allow for exiting should a young per-
son get caught up in that lifestyle. 

Access to core services such as recreation and cul-
tural programs along with education and sustainable 
employment are well proven methods in reducing the 
chances of a young person becoming involved with 
gangs. However systemic barriers, both actual and 
perceived, exist. In order to address these, our plan will 
see the creation and/or better coordination of:

• 24/7 System Navigators
• Mentorship programing
• Mental health and addiction services geared better 

for youth
• Parent/Family support groups
• Better public awareness and understanding of the 

root causes of gang involvement along with the 
solutions.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
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Expected outcomes should the plan be funded and 
implemented are:

• Significant reduction in the number of youth 
incarcerations in Manitoba,

• Eliminate the over representation of Indigenous 
and newcomer youth in the criminal justice sys-
tem, and 

• An established gang response mechanism and 
system that can take both a coordinated crisis and 
long-term approach to Winnipeg’s youth gang 
problem.

This coordinated plan includes prevention, interven-
tion and suppression all working in tandem to create 
positive pro-social opportunities for young people and 

a safer community for all. This should include a shift 
from short term responses, for example youth incarcer-
ation, to long term responses that understand the root 
causes of youth gang involvement. This shift should be 
represented by spending more money on prevention 
and intervention strategies and less on incarceration. It 
will ensure ‘we get out in front’ of the social conditions 
that lead to gang involvement through a very individ-
ualized and wrap-around evidenced based approach. 
We will also continue to identify and address larger 
systemic barriers to full social inclusion. By working 
towards healing, identity and belonging through bet-
ter coordinated and expanded resources, we will cre-
ate alternate paths to gang involvement for our young 
people and safer communities for us all. 

GOALS AND PRIORITIES OF THE STRATEGY: 
GOAL 1: Full social inclusion for all young people, adults, 
and their families having sustainable access to resources and 
support systems and to avoid and exit gangs, with a focus on 
improving their overall quality of life.

GOAL 2: To build on existing resources to ensure that all 
youth at risk of joining gangs and all youth looking to exit 
gangs have the opportunity to do so.

GOAL 3: To provide at-risk youth with better connections 
to and opportunities for healing.

NAVIGATORS: 

GOAL 4: To ensure that any youth at-risk can pick up a 
phone, connect with a 24/7 navigator, and be connected to 
all the resources necessary to support that youth.

MENTORSHIP:

GOAL 5: A fully functioning gang mentorship program 
(either a stand-alone program or building capacity within 
exiting mentorship programs – to be determined by working 
group and research).

ACCESS TO RECREATION:

GOAL 6: Eliminate barriers so that all youth in gangs,  
affiliated with gangs, or at risk of gang involvement have 
access to recreation opportunities.

ACCESS TO APPROPRIATE  
CULTURAL PROGRAMMING:

GOAL 7: All gang-involved, affiliated, or at-risk youth have 
access to appropriate cultural programing if they so desire.

EMPLOYMENT AND EDUCATION: 

GOAL 8: Gang-involved and at-risk youth have access to 
meaningful employment opportunities.

PARENT SUPPORT CIRCLES:

GOAL 9: Parents/guardians of youth in gangs or youth at 
risk of gang involvement have access to support through  
parent support circles.
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CONNECTIONS AMONG YOUTH  
AND THEIR COMMUNITIES

GOAL 10: Gang-involved, affiliated, or at-risk youth feel 
connected to their community.

MENTAL HEALTH AND ADDICTIONS SUPPORT 

GOAL 11: Existing appropriate mental health and or 
addictions services are made accessible to gang involved, 

affiliated, or at-risk youth. Challenges of cognitive impair-
ment are recognized and programs adapt as necessary to 
be inclusive.

PUBLIC EDUCATION

GOAL 12: To disseminate accurate information regarding 
gangs among youth and the public at large, as well as rais-
ing awareness of the various prevention and intervention 
programs and services within Winnipeg.
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Figure 1: What Is Currently Happening

THEORY OF CHANGE: 
All the goals that are listed throughout the strategy 
are short-term solutions to a long-term problem. By 
achieving these goals in the interim we will be able to 
move forward on changing systems that create gang 
involvement as an option for young people in our city. 

By using the Theory of Change model, we are able 
to show how these interim or crisis-based goals and 
action items will help to create larger social change in 
the long term. Figure 1 is representative of what young 
people currently experience. While some young peo-

ple are able to overcome various barriers to access-
ing recreation, mentorship, employment, and other 
resources and services, many youth are not. Those 
youth who are unable break through barriers are 
much more likely to join gangs. 

In Figure 2, youth who were before unable to access 
services have now, with the help of the gang strategy, 
developed the ability to break down the barriers that 
previously kept them from accessing necessary and 
desired services. GAIN has also become the barrier to 
youth gang involvement. 
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Figure 1: What Is Currently Happening
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Figure 3: Bridging the Gaps – Theory of Change
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Figure 2: Envisioned future with implementation of gang strategy
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Figure 3 demonstrates how the strategy will create the 
future depicted in Figure 2. GAIN will actively work 
with existing structures to collaborate on the devel-
opment of 24/7 navigators and mentors to help young 
people navigate systems, break down barriers, and 
seek out funding to enhance the capacity of existing 
resources. Through this work we will be able to con-
nect at-risk or gang-involved young people to men-
torship, employment opportunities, mental health and 
addictions support, and easier access to programs and 
services. By doing all this, accessibility barriers will be 
eliminated, which will help young people to heal and 
develop a strong sense of identity and belonging. This 
will all result in youth thriving in our community and 
not a part of gangs.

GANG EXIT STRATEGY FLOW CHART: 
While Winnipeg offers a variety of excellent preven-
tion programming and resources, gang-intervention 
opportunities are sorely lacking. As a result, Bridging 
the Gaps: Solutions to Winnipeg Gangs includes a gang 
exit flow chart in response to the need for immediate 
action when a young person decides to leave a gang. 
Currently there are individuals doing great work on an 
ad hoc basis throughout the city, however there is no 
formalized process. 

GAIN recognizes that life does not exist in a linear 
fashion, however, for the purpose of the graphic (see 
Figure 9), the exiting process is depicted in that way. 
When a young person decides they want or need to 
leave a gang they can either contact GAIN directly or 
a network member/community member. Whoever 
the youth contacts will bring forth the issue to GAIN, 
there they will wrap around the young person to deal 

with immediate crisis responses needs (Safety, Basic 
Needs, Immediate Housing, Mental Health/Addic-
tions issues). Once those crisis needs are met and dealt 
with we would then move forward, using existing 
resources, services, and programs to deal with long-
term needs (mentorship, employment/education, 
access to recreation, permanent housing options, long-
term mental health/addictions issues, and so forth). 

There will be GAIN members who can assist with 
the various crisis and long-term needs when a young 
person decides to leave gang life. The importance of 
this exit process is that it takes the onus off the young 
person to have to pull various supports from various 
systems around them. Instead the supports already 
exist and are waiting to help young people transition 
out of gangs. 
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Figure 9: GAIN Gang Exit Strategy
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Gang Action Interagency Network
GAIN

302 – 583 Ellice Avenue 
Winnipeg, MB  R3B 1Z7

To View the full strategy please visit  
WWW.GAINMB.ORG

Or contact GAIN coordinator Robyn Dryden  
at gain@spenceneighbourhood.org 


